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ABSTRACT

The study identified and studied the elements of strategic capability of NGOs within Nairobi County and how these can be adopted and used to enhance performance. The main objectives were to identify the major elements of strategic capability of NGOs in Nairobi County, to establish the key performance indicators of success in these organizations and establish the correlation between the strategic capabilities and performance of NGOs in Nairobi County. The survey was administered to 107 respondents out of the target of 157 who were sampled from various NGOs across Nairobi County. Both primary and secondary data was collected through a survey questionnaire and a Focus Group Discussion (FGD). All collected data was checked for accuracy, consistency and completeness for analysis. Descriptive statistics (frequencies and percentages) were used to describe the study findings on the project indicators and the results presented in form of bar graphs and pie charts. The researcher employed simple correlation analysis. This enabled the researcher to understand the relation between strategic capabilities and performance on the NGOs under study. Content analysis was used to analyze the interviewees’ views on what they understood to be the key elements of strategic capability in their organizations. It was noted that, despite the financial sustainability which apparently seems to the hallmark of the NGOs in Nairobi County, there were also other capabilities which must be keenly taken into consideration by any NGO that wants to prosper. Among these elements were information technology, ability to fundraise, intellectual capital, human resources, property, intangible resources, core competences, research and development, strategic planning among many others. As the results revealed, this study concludes that there is indeed a positive correlation between strategic capabilities and performance of NGOs in Nairobi County. All organizations irrespective of their status and area of operation have the desire to be effective in their operations and attain a level of sustainability including all NGOs not only in Nairobi County but across the world. The study therefore recommends that all NGOs must adopt and cultivate various strategic capabilities that would enable them to be sustainable. This must be done through a structured strategic planning process that involves all the relevant stakeholders so that they all understand the intended goals and avoid a reactive approach to various environmental challenges. The study also emphasizes the need to have a clear performance tracking and management system in order to enable the management to establish the general performance of the NGOs at any given point in time and be in a pole position to adjust accordingly should it be necessary. Finally the study recommends further research on the effectiveness of the strategic capabilities particularly along NGO thematic areas of focus as there was a wider and varied scope of these elements, with some being specific to specific areas of focus. This will provide important information on the benefits achieved in strategic management within the NGOs in the County.
CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Study

In order for every organization to thrive and excel in a complex business environment, the organization must have a satisfactory threshold of unique capabilities. The uniqueness of these capabilities to a particular organization is influenced permissible factors alongside environmental threats or opportunities in the foreseeable future (Ansoff, 1984). Strategic capability can be defined as the resources and competences needed by an organization for it to survive and succeed in the long run (Pearson, 2002). It is anchored by the competences and resources of the organization. Once an organization has a common and accurate definition of capabilities, it can begin determining which capabilities will be needed to execute a given strategy. This necessarily requires distinguishing among different types of capabilities according to their role in the organization (Clark, 2015).

This study is guided by the open systems and contingency theories. The theory of open systems postulate that environmental factors emanating from and without the organization do play a crucial role in their activities since the organizations have to interact with all the factors, (Mital, Pearce & Robinson, 2011). The contingency theory focuses on the fact that performance can be achieved through various methods as long as the goal is well understood. According to Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) decision making procedure effectiveness is dependent on various aspects of a given situation, the decision quality merit and adoption of the amount of important information in the custody of the leader and the subjects.
The Kenya government recognizes that besides its primary role of provision of basic service, NGOs have risen to the occasion to complement the government efforts (Sessional paper, 2006). The NGOs are exponentially being viewed by states globally as crucial forces for social and economic development, key players in state development, and valuable partners in enhancing the quantitative and qualitative growth of the GDP. The operations of NGOs in Kenya therefore play an important role as partners in development by working to engage in various thematic areas such as disaster management, food security, emergencies and conflict response, water and sanitation, health and nutrition, diseases prevention and control of epidemics within the country. Success which is the survival and prosperity for these NGOs depends on how they relate to the environment. Strategic management is therefore critical in building the NGOs internal stability and attaining both near term profit making and long term strategic relationships alongside enhancing their performance.

1.1.1 Concept of Strategic Capability

According to Johnson (2009), the strategic capabilities of an organization normally direct and evaluate the organizations plan and objectives over a long period of time. This potentially enhances the organization to achieve competitive advantage through use of collective capabilities to meet client’s aspirations notwithstanding the prevailing economic situation. According to Aaker (1998), the strategic capabilities of an organization will lay a foundation for a carefully structured plan of operation that can be key to achieving organizational goals over a long period of time, thus providing a problem solving mechanism especially when dealing with pertinent issues that are important to the organization. Doyle and Stern (2006) emphasize that strategic
capabilities of an organization have the capacity to yield managerial guidelines and proposition on how to develop and sustain organizations with a goal of achieving competitive advantage. In the opinion of Cravens & Percy (2009), strategic capabilities would generate plans that can be utilized in taking care of market environment changes besides trying to enhance customer satisfaction.

According to Kotler and Keller (2006), strategic capabilities of an organization will strive to unearth, generate, highlight, present and sustain the organization’s customer dignity. In his landmark article; what is strategy Porter (1996) observed that ‘strategic position is a composition of a set of specific activities meant to deliver it, and competitive strategy means deliberately selecting a different set of activities to attain unique value’. It is this unique set of tailored activities that enables a firm to perform in ways different from its competitors. This is where strategic capabilities come into play.

1.1.2 Organizational Performance

Organizational performance can be defined as an organization’s ability to gain and diligently put to use its limited resources and valuables in order to achieve its goals (Griffins, 2006). It involves all the possible results that are produced within an organization compared to the general intended goal.

The topic of performance and effectiveness within the NGO sector has been sly and ideally not been thoroughly examined over the years. However, the concept of effectiveness in NGOs as a measure of their respective performance in this sector has generated a considerable scholarly attention for some time. In his scholarly works, Wadongo (2011) observes that there exists minimal consensus on how to define and
measure what exactly comprises performance in NGOs. Presumably, NGO performance implies the output of the organization’s activities and or programs. Recently, the NGO world has witnessed the enormous use of the balanced score card (BSC) as a common measure of performance that tracks and measures this performance in multiple dimensions.

1.1.3 Strategic Capability and Organizational Performance

The issue of performance has dominated significantly within strategic management studies with numerous strategic management theories either implicitly or explicitly under-scoring implications of performance (Venkatraman & Ramanujam, 1986). The major objective of embracing effective management process is to improve performance in organizations. There is therefore an urgent need to develop a method of measuring performance in organizations in order establish how well an organization is operating as a result of embracing the strategic management process. Montanari, Morgan and Bracker (1990) agreed that effectiveness in organizations may be determined in terms of behavioral measures, financial measures, measures as well as operational measures.

The ability of an organization to optimally perform can be determined by various factors, some of which can and some which can't be controlled. This therefore makes the performance of an organization a product of these variables (Kim & Lim, 1988).
1.1.4 NGO Sector in Kenya

The NGOs Co-ordination Act (1990) defines a Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) as ‘a private social group or association not operated for profit making activities but which have organized themselves nationally or internationally to serve the general public and promote social welfare, nation building, charity or research in the areas inclusive of, but not restricted to health, agriculture, education, industry and supply of amenities and services’.

The Non-Governmental Organizations Co-ordination Board (NGO Coordination Board) is a State body created by the NGO Co-ordination Act No. 19 of 1990. The responsibility of the board is to enable and regulate the NGO sector in Kenya. It is estimated that there are over 8,569 NGOs registered which work across and various sectors of the economy and in every part of the country.

Most of these NGOs in Kenya is championed and financed by eminent international organizations and as a result, some of the local NGOs are involved in a more structured strategic management due to the influence of their international parent networks. The strict requirements by these financing networks for the scarce funding available and the ever turbulent environment of operation mostly brought about by the government requirements, requires a clear strategic management process (Ochieng’ 2013). Therefore, since NGOs play a crucial role across the economic sectors, it is important to involve the management in the strategic management process right from the formulation, implementation and evaluation stage in order to succeed, deliver quality services and to remain relevant and competitive in the ever increasing NGO world but shrinking funding.
1.1.5 NGO Sector in Nairobi County

Nairobi County has a population of 3,138,369 covering 684 km2 according to the 2009 census report. It is the capital city of Kenya and by far the largest city in the country, serving as the headquarters of the state and other multinational and local organizations. NGOs within the country can be categorized into two major groups distinguished by their roots or where they were founded. These are national NGOs sometimes referred to as local NGOs and the International NGOs. The national NGOs were founded and operate locally within the boundaries of the country and employ mostly local staff. It is also worth to note that, whereas the organizations are categorized as local, in most cases they do greatly rely on grants and aid from the international community. The International NGOs within the countries exist as subsidiaries of major organizations whose origin and operational level is beyond the country, though we also do have International NGOs origination and or headquartered in the country with the operational sphere going beyond Kenya.

In terms of the locally registered organizations within the country, the sector grew by about 58% in the period between 1997 and 2005. Since 2001, it is estimated that the sector has grown at the rate of 400 organizations per year. By August 2009, the NGO coordination Board had cumulatively registered 6,075 organizations in Kenya. By 2009 NGOs in Nairobi County were 1425 and by 2013, the NGO Coordination Board identified 1574 NGOs with offices in Nairobi County under the sectors of emergency relief, youth empowerment, economic empowerment, agriculture, social welfare, health among other thematic areas.
1.2 Research Problem

For successful strategic capability and optimal performance, an organization should understand the impact of internal resources, external environment and competences on its strategy alongside the expectations and influence of stakeholders (Johnson & Scholes, 2002). Strategic management is a systematic and deliberate application of action and decisions that shape and guide the organization’s vision, operations, and the reasons/objectives behind its operations, (Bryson, 1995). Due to strategic management practices, organizations tend to have clearer ideas of who they are, what they do, and what challenges they regularly encounter. If the plan is professionally followed, the organizations enjoy enhanced performance and immediate environmental responsiveness, (Bryson, 1995).

NGOs in Kenya face specific managerial issues, for instance queries around strategic planning, staffing, budgeting and the general operating structure of the organization, change and growth within the organization. These organizations also face the management of external partnerships; relations with state agencies, the private sector, other organizations and with their target communities. All these have an influence on the how these NGOs could manage development. In most cases, poor leadership and lack of focus on strategic management has paralyzed many organizations making them unable to compete and fulfill their mandate. Strategic plans remain blue prints with less impact in their realization.

While strategic management is widely practiced especially in commercial and manufacturing companies due to their competitive environment in the market, there is little documented proof of strategic management processes of NGO like organizations. Various studies have been carried out within strategic management
with the majority in the corporate organizations and public sectors while a few in the NGO sector. In her research Osano (2013) focused on stakeholder involvement in strategic management process in health based, non-governmental organizations in Nairobi County, Kenya. Kathama (2012) conducted a research study on performance, his basis being strategic planning practices incorporated of the state corporations. Ochieng (2013) also focused on practices within change management and their impact on strategy and performances in non-governmental organizations in Nairobi, Kenya.

As a result of differences within the contexts and management of the aforementioned studies and others carried out in the various organizations, the studies enlighten that strategic management is clearly influenced by the context in which the organization thrives. Furthermore, issues of strategic management practices gained from these studies could not be assumed to satisfactorily explain the strategic capability and performance in the NGOs in Nairobi County. What are the strategic capabilities of NGOs in Nairobi County and how do they affect the performance of these organizations?

1.3 Research Objective

The objectives of this study are;

a) To identify the major elements of strategic capability among NGOs in Nairobi County

b) To establish the key performance indicators of success in NGOs in Nairobi County

c) To identify and explain the correlation between strategic capabilities of NGOs in Nairobi County and the performance of these NGOs.
1.4 Value of the Study

This study is of value in a number of ways. Firstly it is expected to aid academicians and scholars interested in issues pertaining to strategic capabilities and its relationship to organization’s performance in non-governmental organizations, especially in the developing countries. The study will also assist the NGOs and Community Based Organizations (CBOs) management in formulation of policies, standards, guidance and procedures for cultivating essential strategic capabilities that positively relates to organization performance in their undertakings. The study will act as a useful resource for relevant state agencies in understanding the need and usefulness of appropriate strategic capabilities that ensures improved organization performance and subsequently encouraging their adoption amongst the NGOs not only in Nairobi County, but in the country at large.

The research findings are expected create and enforce professional awareness among top managers in NGOs on the need to invest in the concept of strategic management to attaining key strategic capabilities in order to improve on their performance. This is of importance in the sense that it is a powerful tool for the managers who believe in change by adapting to strategic management practices from the traditional approach.

This study also brings out critical issues practiced by the some of the high performing NGOs which may as well serve as a good practice for the industry by offering a benchmark and evidence-based knowledge regarding their strategic capabilities. To the donors and beneficiaries, the findings will be useful in evaluating the strategic capabilities carried out their grantees and the need for improvement.
CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on reviewing the theoretical, conceptual and empirical literature alongside the study’s conceptualization. First, the chapter presents literature on theoretical underpinnings of the study anchored mainly through the strategic capability theories. This is followed by putting the strategic management and empirical literature on the strategic capabilities on how they impact on the performance of not-for profit organizations.

2.2 Theoretical Foundation

The theoretical foundation of this study is based on two theories. The theories herein include; the open systems theory and the contingency theory.

2.2.1 The Open Systems Theory

This theory highlights relationship between organizations and the environment in which they operate. It focuses its reflection on the ability of the organization adapt to environmental changes without necessarily having to depend on the processing of information (Katz & Kahn, 1978). The open systems theory presumes that organizations that are in a pole position to process specific environmental information in their spheres have sufficient skills to adapt and enable them to shift in the contextual realms. It is in the view of this that the interaction of organizations with the external environment is important for the survival of the organization and subsequent prosperity within the open systems, since whenever there is a change in the some of the system’s elements, it has a ripple effect on other elements thus necessitating a major change, (Wang, 2004).
Survival and performance of businesses in competitive business environments is highly dependent on the possession of a significant strategic capability threshold. The nature of the required strategic capabilities that are needed by these organizations at specific times are dictated by the prevailing forces alongside the foreseeable threats and opportunities within the environment, (Ansoff, 1984). The evolution of the threats and opportunities in the surrounding environment of the NGOs affect them in both positive and negative ways their sources within the NGO sector vary tremendously ranging from government, competitors, donors, communities and many other sources.

Due to managerial limitations, the turbulence within these opportunities and threats bring with them uncertainties that managers not necessarily adjust to adequately. The limitations could be due to the inability to sufficiently identify the new opportunities, detect and understand the imminent threats and the general implementation of strategic responses. Strategic response effectiveness in such scenarios is a function of not only appropriate but also a competent strategic capability possessed by the organization, (Hambrick, 1982).

### 2.2.2 The Contingency Theory

This theory is classified as a behavioral theory and suggests that performance of corporations, leadership and or decision making has no one best way. The external and internal environment dictates or is a contingent for any optimal course of action in organizations. A leader who is considered contingent enough would effectively apply his own style depending on the situation at hand (Fielder, 1964).
There is an argument by Burns and Stalker (1961) on criticizing and debating about this theory even though it can be confidently viewed that this perspective of the theory fitting among the strategic capability, business environment and general strategy has been sufficiently accepted within the strategic management literature. According to Chandler (1962), there is evidence showing changes in marketing environment of a business subsequently affect or lead to the initiation of a new strategic change within the organization which must be internally configured with respect to the new strategy as the organization’s capability.

Traditionally, a relatively stable world is assumed by strategic approaches. The major goal of these approaches is to make the organization prosperous by exploitation of certain capabilities and resources, attaining a dominant scale and positioning themselves in enviable niches. However, the new world orders alongside emergent technologies and efficient business operations have collaborated to define the business environment, (Girneata, 2014). Competitive advantage sustainability hitherto emanates from the four strategic capabilities that enhance faster adaptation unlike resources or positioning of the firm, (Reeves & Deimler, 2011). The capability to identify and work of agents of change; the capability to perform rapid tests and regularly with business models as well as service and products, processes and strategies, the managerial capability to coordinate interconnected systems of multiple stakeholders that are complex; and employee and partner motivation capability.

In his earlier contribution to the concept of strategic management Ansoff (1979), made an analysis based on logistical competence, general management ability, logistical competence and elaborated on their fluidity. Whereas this contribution yielded new background on the concept, there were many unanswered questions. A
notable one was the difference between organizational competence and individual competence which was seen to be blurred; the process of transformation from individual to organizational competence was not clear as well as there being a need for further development of concepts.

Other academicians like Prahalad and Hamel (1990) were of the opinion that core competencies were important and could not be ignored thus they should be managed like product and asset portfolios. According to them, core competencies comprised the organizational collective learning and the two scholars did not highlight any difference between the core competencies and capabilities limiting their understanding and comparisons to IT products.

2.3 Strategic Management in Organizations

The initial step in strategic management involves with a vision which is a foundation that is interpreted into a mission. The mission reflects the understanding of where the organization wants to head and how to get there which is generally accompanied by the strategic objectives of the firm. Bryson (1989) observed that in the absence of strategic management practices and or other practices focusing on planning, organizations do not have any other choice other than to practice reactive management styles.

For successful strategic management, an organization should understand the possible influence of the external environment, competencies, internal resources and stakeholder expectations and influence on the firm’s strategy, (Johnson & Scholes, 2002). The complexities in the legal, political, social, economic, environmental, commercial and technological world define the environment in which an organization
exists. This environmental turbulence keeps shifting and at different magnitudes thus it is not constant and it is different from one organization to another, (Thompson, 1997).

The attainment of a good fit between the organization’s internal resource capabilities and the existing environmental forces is the hallmark of a competitive strategy, (Aosa, 1992). The concept of strategy is indeed the core foundation of strategic management, (Ansoff & McDonnell, 1991). In general, no universal definition of strategy has been adopted yet, (Mintzberg, Guinn & Ghoshal, 1999). As in the case of military, we see the concept of strategy being associated with war. Generally, strategy application can be seen as a defined plan towards the attainment of a specific goal. Mintzberg and Quinn (1991) attempted to define strategy using the 5Ps or dimensions which view strategy as a plan, ploy, pattern and a perspective. Basically, strategy can be defined as the long term direction of an organization,(Johnson & Scholes, 2004).

Ansoff and McDonnels (1990) typify the view that the strategic formulation of an organization’s strategy is either deliberate or emergent. Consequently, the practice involves the formulation of an independent strategy into emergent and deliberate categories. According to Grant (2003), successful performance in organizations is attained by those managers that display substantial autonomy and flexibility in strategy development.
2.4 Strategic Capability and Performance

According to Rumelt (1991), strategic capability focuses on theoretical underpinnings around is primarily concerned with theory building around diversity, suggesting that some organizations perform better compared to others. In regards to the concept of competitive advantage, superiority is central. To explain the superior performance of firms, the discipline of strategic management seeks to identify superior differences among organizations, since the crucial interest of strategic theory according to Stacey (2003), ‘is to identify, secure and sustain an advantage over competitors such that superior performance will be achieved. Superiority is central in the notion of competitive advantage’.

For an organization to be considered as having a relative competitive advantage, it must be in the process of implementing a strategy that creates value that is unique and not being implemented by any existing or foreseeable partner or competitor. The rivals should find it almost impossible to replicate the yields of the strategy in question, (Barney, 1991). For sustainability to be achieved in this context, Hall (1993) suggests that the products and systems harboring characteristics that hugely satisfy the customers within the target market must be enough to the customers and be adopted and nurtured as it must be a result of the differential capability that must thrive in the long run.

Hamel and Prahalad (1995) argued that the basis of a firm outshining the competitors lies in its capability to design and generate, actualize and protect resources and core competences and these form the firm’s unique strategic capability for creating the future. Initially, scholars like Chamberlin (1933) did
postulate that there exist galaxies of firm unique characteristic that differentiate them from their peers.

The concept of performance in itself is a constant and central theme of focus in most managerial disciplines based on the interest of both practicing managers and academic scholars. The issue has hitherto dominated within scholarly research particularly within theoretical strategic management which to a great extent underscores performance implications, (Prescott, 1986).

According to Schendel and Hofer (1979), performance is a measure of relevance for any strategy and it offers the time test for any strategy, (Jacobs, 1999). In general, performance can be viewed as the organizational central theme in regards to strategic management, notwithstanding the influence on overall performance by the various roles of the general managers, Rumelt (1991).

2.5 NGOs and strategic Management

According to Analoui and Samour (2012), the success of non-governmental organizations often depends on formulation of suitable strategies meant to confront the realities within the competitive environment in which the organization exists. This belief is also supported by an earlier study by Estallo (2006) which stated that though these organizations do have a mission, strategy, and goals different from their corporate counterparts, surviving and flourishing in the current environment requires adjusting and responding to the existing social, economic and political factors and the changes. Hence the conclusion that strategic capability is important for all the organizational entities whether NGOs, government, CBOs, political, business or academic institutions since the objective of the strategic planning processes is to
develop core competencies that enable the organizations to find an advantageous position in their current environment and to go beyond perceptions of the current situation to continue to differentiate the organization into the future (Porter, 1998). In the context of a dynamic environment, plans are always consistently being modified, refined and revised mostly in top managements’ minds as Mintzberg (1978) asserts that emergent or actual strategy can diverge from initially planned strategy.

The research done by Analoui and Samour (2007), suggested that there exists a profiling of strategic managements processes in the NGOs by a dynamic series of operations that include; the scrutiny of the current situation of the NGOs in relation to the services, needs, clients, their unique core competencies, the personal objectives of the stakeholders followed by defining the services and the activities in terms of mission and values for meeting specified client needs which means the organization continues to meet its missions objectives.

The external environment plays a key role in the process of strategic management in NGOs. To emphasize the impact the environment has in strategic management, Mufudza, Jengeta, and Hove (2013) found it crucial that organizations should clearly strategize in times of great economic turbulence, it is however difficult to formulate and implement the plan in such times. Considering that strategy formulation and implementation are time and resource consuming, there is the risk that most strategies formulated may become obsolete before being implemented.
CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on research design and methodology. It highlights the research design which will be carried out through the study.

3.2 Research Design

This research is a survey that was administered to a selected sample from a specific population identified. McClosky (1969) defined a survey as any procedure involving systematic collection of data from a population or a sample from a population using some form or through direct interaction like face to face interviews, telephone interviews or mail questionnaires. A survey aims at calculation of diverse statistics, characterization of the diverse statistics, collection of multiple variables, multi-subject surveys, continuation of survey operations and master frames. All these are focused on describing the population as accurately as possible regarding features of interest.

This research design was applicable for this study since the researcher aimed at using a sample to define the situation as it is in NGOs in the country. The research collected primary data by use of self-administered interviews. In effect, the study fits the description of a survey.

3.3 Population of the study

Target population is depicted as the whole set of all the members of either real or hypothetical, be they people, events, or subjects to which the researcher desires to generate the result from (Mugenda & Mugenda, 2003). The target population of this
study was NGOs managers who manage different sizes of NGOs (small, medium, and large) in Nairobi County, in Kenya.

The study also targeted project implementation staff besides the managers. This was because the implementation team is constantly in touch with the organization’s clientele. The administrative staffs was also targeted since they deal with the day to day running of the organizations and were in a better position to highlight some major indicators including the financial capability of the organizations.

3.4 Sample Design

Sampling is a process used by a researcher to identify people, places or things to study (Kombo & Tromp, 2006). The sampling frame describes the list of all population units from which the sample is collected (Cooper & Schindler, 2003).

The study used 10% of the NGOs in Nairobi County out of the target population of 1574 registered NGOs in Nairobi County. The researcher used stratified random sampling where the respondents were divided into various departments such as senior management, project implementation staff and administrative staff.

3.5 Data Collection

Both primary and secondary data sources were used. In general, fieldwork was based on survey questionnaire and sample interviews. The researcher conducted semi-structured interviews with number of NGOs managers who manage different sizes of NGOs (small, medium, and large) in Nairobi County.

A questionnaire was specifically designed for this research. This questionnaire was administered to a selected sample from the specific population identified which
involved both managers and program implementation staff from the selected NGOs across the County.

3.6 Data Analysis

All collected data was checked for accuracy, consistency and completeness and thereafter exported into The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) for analysis. Descriptive statistics (frequencies and percentages) were used to describe the study findings on the project indicators.

The researcher employed simple correlation analysis. This enabled the researcher to understand the relation between strategic capabilities and performance on the NGOs under study. Content analysis was used to analyze the interviewees’ views on what they understood to be the key elements of strategic capability in their organizations.
CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYSIS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents data analysis, results and discussion. The study sort to examine the strategic capabilities of NGOs in Nairobi County and how these capabilities affect the performance of these organizations. Of the targeted 157 respondents, only 137 were reached with a total population 107 individual respondents being able to participate in the survey. Primary data was collected through in-depth interviews of senior staff from management, project implementation and administration departments. The data was thereafter analyzed based on the objective of the study and the findings are as presented as per the different classes underlined below.

4.2 Background Information

This section provides the background information with regards to the respondents’ gender, department and number of working years as well as number of years in the NGO sector. These aspects were put into consideration because of the meaningful contribution they offer to the study as the variables help in the understanding of the responses given by the respective respondents.

4.2.1 Gender of the Respondents

Figure 4.1 provides a summary of the respondents who were engaged in the survey on the basis of their gender. The results of the study show that 48 percent of the total respondents were of the male gender, while the remaining 45 percent were of the female gender and 7 percent preferred not to disclose their gender. This shows that indeed the research had little consideration for gender distribution.
Figure 4.1: Gender of the Respondents

4.2.2 Departments

The study findings show that the majority of the respondents were in the management department. Specifically, 48.2 percent of the respondents were in management, 37 percent of the respondents were in project implementation department and 14.8 percent were in finance.

Figure 4.2: Department of staff
4.2.3 Number of years worked in the NGO

Fig 4.3 provides the results of the study findings with regards to the years in the respective NGOs by the respondents. The study findings show that the majority of the respondents (44 percent) had worked for a period of between 4-6 years. 33 percent of the respondents were in employment between 1 -3 years. 15 percent of the respondents were in employment between 7-10 years, 4 percent of the respondents had worked with their respective NGOs for over 10 years a similar percentage to those that had worked with the NGOs for less than 1 year.

![Pie chart showing the distribution of years worked in NGOs]

Figure 4.3: Number of years worked in NGO

4.3 Elements of Strategic Capability

In this part, the study sort to identify the key elements that the organizations under study considered to be of major strategic capability. According to the results, the most notable elements included; technology, financial resources, ability to fundraise, infrastructure, human resources, intangible resources and property.
Information technology is important to NGOs due to different reasons; it has the capability to enhance delivery, enhances collaboration and networking and thus increasing affectivity and reaches out to the needy unreached communities. At the same time, technology is a very resourceful tool that can be embraced to open new opportunities aimed at helping NGOs to achieve their program goals. Indeed, the impact of technology on NGOs as a strategic capability has been examined by many studies.

According to the findings, the use of IT in the sampled organizations majorly assisted the NGOs in achieving crucial program goals and objectives, it improved the communication system of the organizations, it improved efficiency in terms of the general organization within the NGOs and strengthened their networks not only with peers but also clients and donor partners. Therefore, the skillful adoption of competent and new technological tools by NGOs has the capacity of enhancing their performance and encouraging citizen participation in the NGO activities.
4.3.2 Intangible Resources

According to Freeman (1972), the primary intangible resources of any movement are people and the movements rely very heavily on them. As the new knowledge era of knowledge emerges, it is becoming increasingly accepted that the intangible assets are not only key to creating an organization’s competitive ability but also to growing the organization’s accelerated pace. For this reason, many organizations are displaying a proclivity towards creating value by leveraging on knowledge. From the study findings, some organizations view intangible resources as a very important and fundamental strategic capability that gives them an edge above their peers. These intangible resources are mostly related to the people within the organization notably through unparalleled expertise that they possess. Other organizations consider their reputation as a major intangible resource that cannot be taken away from them. A number of respondents agreed to a large extent that their networks are a major strategic capability that makes them achieve their strategic goals through collaborative partnerships and alliances.

In general, a significant number of organizations work towards attaining this unique strategic capability even though it takes a lot of time and commitment to be realized. It can confidently be asserted the large NGOs do have a better and diverse funding portfolio compared to the smaller NGOs. They can take advantage of their trade mark which is widely recognized. They also do boast of a profound set of expertise and personnel capable of raising the organizations commercial venture. These organizations have more and beneficial networks with global entities from which they enjoy partnerships despite having an internally experienced management platform that adopts new programs and is able to adapt to any changes within the organization.
4.3.3 Intellectual Capacity

A keen knowledge and skills is a necessary recipe if not most valuable and required by the management and field teams to successfully implement successful strategies aimed at addressing critical aspects and affecting organizational change. The acquisition and utilization of techniques in optimizing core competencies by organizations is the notable key in sustaining competitive advantage. This requires that all managers at all levels must be collectively involved in the strategic implementation process in order strengthen their organizational capability. From the respondents’ point of view, most organizations are now taking knowledge as one of their valuable and strategic asset thus the need to jealously guard and manage their intellectual capabilities and resources.

The possession of superior intellectual resources have greatly enabled some organizations to be able to understand the act of exploiting and developing their long term resources better compared to their peers. This implies that it is possible to institutionalize, as part of the NGOs structures and systems, the existing value of the intellectual knowledge of the individuals within the organization. For instance, Family Health International (FHI360) concentrates focuses mainly on the development of sufficient skills for creativity for their health professional staff as well as enhancing their managerial competences so at to attain their strategic interventions on community health.
4.3.4 Human resources

People management has been proved to be a key source of sustainable competitive advantage, a view that stresses the distinct sense and importance of human resources, (Mabey, 1998). According to the study, it was found that the strategic management process in the sampled NGOs relied heavily on human resources a fact that was in most cases was seen as an initiative of the managers who categorically perceived them as a key competitive advantage determinant. The findings of the study show that, a significant number of NGO staff rated human resource capabilities as the key resources (7.4%) within the studied organizations. From the findings, it can be asserted that if managers perceive human resource as an important resource they would diligently emphasis on increasing the human resource capabilities of their organizations.

This therefore implies and reaffirms that fact that the organization’s competitive advantage is considerably determined by its human resource capability. From the results, effective utilization of the human resources in the studied organizations is definitely related to the top management opinion of the human resources as potential factors of performance. Most of the interviewed managers preferred having staff on fixed contract terms as opposed to temporary or outsourced consultants since they perceived those on fixed term contracts as more resourceful in the long run due to the continuous learning they are exposed to in the current turbulent environment. Majority of the respondents were of the view that such an engagement was crucial in retaining the institutional memory in the event of a change in strategy due to unforeseen environmental factors.
4.3.5 Ability to fundraise

From the focus discussion group with the NGO managers, it was noted that it was impossible for organizations to discuss about their future plans in the absence of the monetary aid to actualize the plans, since the NGOs in the study were exclusively donor dependent. It is also impossible to get the monetary aid for the programs without demonstrating these programs to the donors. This complicates the NGO survival tactics even though it outlines the foundation for a well thought out resource mobilization strategy. As a general concern, it could be concluded that the current global economic meltdown does not help things out and the organization that cannot be able to survive.

It was therefore noted that an organizations’ ability to fundraise was a key strategic capability for the sampled NGOs in the study at 37% compared to other capabilities, with only financial resource capability surpassing the ability to fundraise. Furthermore, it was realized that successful resource mobilization initiatives were a product of well researched and studied fundraising strategies that involved adequate feasibility studies and program planning with a vivid dig at the potential donors and their availability.

Generally most of the interviewed organizations do well understand the funding challenge prompting a significant number to respond with specific business models, effective strategizing and modern skillful income generating efforts which yielded successful performance across their core competencies. They have reviewed their resource mobilization efforts and looked beyond the traditional donors in the West and approached the general public, individuals with a high net worth, approached new corporate entities for both in kind and monetary support and invested in specific
fundraising programs unique to various situations. They have designed some cost sharing and or recovery programs that involve beneficiaries paying part of the program costs or contributing towards several initiatives after their successful graduation and transitioning from the empowerment programs. Some of the NGOs do own and or manage various enterprises in order to raise funds for operational costs. For instance, it was found out that some organizations have for a long period of time operated business enterprises in order to subsidize their initiatives while at the same time selling unique merchandise through customized partnerships with commercial entities, the internet and many other channels.

4.3.6 Financial Resources
Reaching a satisfactory level of financial capability on a sustainable front requires more than just securing funds from donors for NGOs in Nairobi County. It was realized that it requires as much strengthening NGO organizational and operational capacities. According to the respondents, there is a casual correlation between the organization’s financial resources and the general organization leadership, management public image and service delivery. Notably, existing financial resources was rated as the most essential element of strategic capability at 40% in NGOs in Nairobi County. The current donor world lays emphasis on the current and past organization information provision in relation to the respective operations and financial management as a way of assessing their confidence intervals before engaging in any major granting contracts, (Bray, 2010).

Majority of the respondents were of the view that attaining financial stability and sustainability is the key driver to the organizations being able to accomplish their strategic goals. In order for this to be achieved, the respondents had various
approaches ranging from the traditional proposal writing to seek for funds to engaging in other business related activities to be able to generate income. Indeed, many managers did attribute their financial capability to generating funds from research activities contracted to them by other corporate entities.

4.4 Key performance indicators and measures of success for NGOs in Nairobi County

In this section, the study sought to establish the key performance indicators of success in NGOs within Nairobi County. In this section, respondents were asked about the existence and or use of good practices to manage their performance and key processes. This was to enable the researcher to establish if indeed the NGOs do understand the idea of performance and how to actually measure it. From the analysis, 18.5% of the respondents responded negatively to the question implying that they did not have specific measures and or performance indicators to monitor their strategic goals. This could be interpreted to mean that there is no specific method to track key milestones in the NGO activities and thus they seem to be working devoid of any monitoring and evaluation mechanism.

Figure 4.5: Existence and or use of good practices to manage performance
Of the respondents in the same question, 81.5% responded in the affirmative, indicating that they do have the performance measures in place. The respondents had various parameters and or ways of measuring their performance which could clearly be deduced by the researcher as the key indicators of performance within the targeted NGOs. Some of the parameters and measures allude to included; a strategic plan with specific program goals and administrative functions, the existence of a monitoring and evaluation department, use of a balanced score card to measure performance, the existence and use of a capacity assessment plan/tool, a performance reward system for good performance and the use of an integrated feedback system with key stakeholders including donors and the community clientele to improve internal processes and general program deliverables. The pie chart below shows the extent to which various NGOs in Nairobi County view and use the various aspects as key performance indicators.

Figure 4.6: Existence and or use of performance indicators and measures
4.4.1 Strategic Plan with Specific Goals and Administrative Functions

In the development of every strategic plan, the getting a well written plan is the main focus during the strategic planning phase. This aims at not only developing goals but also to having them accomplished. Accomplishment of the goals can be determined through various ways including the measurement of performance. It therefore can be inferred that, organizations that do not have a strategic plan with clear program goals and functions would be limited in establishing whether they are making progress or failing in their mandate. With a clear strategic plan, one can simply use basic tools to know if the organization is performing as to the planned goals or not. From this study, it was found out that 19% of the sampled organizations had a well drafted strategic plan that they used to track their performance periodically. When probed further on how the use of a strategic plan could aid them on this, they identified the following aspects in reference to this; identifying your starting point, monitoring and measuring progress, knowing whether the organization is moving in the expected direction and helping them establish whether the organization is achieving the targeted goals or is narrowing the gap between where it is and where it wants to be in future.

For a successful planning model, it is important to have clear indicators and measures which are key components. In the process of strategic development, the values, mission and vision of the organization do form the core of the process. The path to that future vision is highlighted by the goals. There is need to incorporate the specific strategies, actions and improvement initiatives into the operational activities of the organization to reach the goals. Strategic indicators and measures of performance and will indicate the progress the NGO is making.
According to the NGO program implementation staff and managers, the key to selecting the measures and indicators in regards to this component lies in asking on the best way to measure key milestones in a manner that is understandable by use of basic data that can be readily available within the organizations limited resources.

4.4.2 Established Monitoring and Evaluation Department

About 4% of the sampled NGOs in Nairobi County admitted to having fully fledged monitoring and evaluation departments that are adequately funded in order to track their overall performance within the organization. According to the respondents, their NGOs overall performance assessment was a function of a separate and dedicated monitoring and evaluation department. Monitoring involves gathering program progress information in a long term process which is systematic. On the other hand, evaluation is concerned with actual deliveries of the project plan alongside achievement of the outlined goals.

In assessing the achievement of project goals, the study found out that Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) were critically essential for NGOs in Nairobi County. At the onset, it is easier for the projects staff to understand and make necessary adjustments guided by the periodic results of assessing the project development cycle. Donors on their part do use the M&E trackers as a measure of NGO reliability and efficiency, a fact that comes in handy when making granting decisions. A review of the final project outcomes and milestones gives a measure of accountability to the grant makers.

Overall, it was noted that some NGOs viewed M&E as a simple and basic tool of accountability that enhances transparency among their programs. According to Plan International, for instance, in a donor’s perspective, it is extremely gross for the organization not to make them understand how the organization is utilizing budgetary
allocations and the associated resources in program implementation. For this reason, visibility of all aspects of program management and implementation including all the challenges and the respective mitigation measures are paramount and must be clearly documented and presented to all the relevant and interested bodies. It can therefore be concluded that monitoring has the ability to enhance project communication between donors and NGOs by providing the necessary tools and instruments throughout the project implementation period, a capability that cannot be overlooked.

4.4.3 Use of the Balanced Score Card

The balanced score card (BSC) is the most common measure of performance based on the study findings at 63% among all the indicators and measures that were reported. It is also worth to note that, Kaplan (2001) argues that the balanced scorecard is suitable for and can be used by the NGOs since there are numerous successes that have been reported in the non-profit world who have implemented the BSC in the developed world.

According to the respondents, one of the major advantages of the BSC as a measure of performance tool is its ability to link the major perspectives; financial, customer, internal processes and learning and growth, in a casual chain through an even presentation of monetary and non-monetary terms. It was however noted that the perspective focusing on finance, in this case of NGOs, being of less interest to the respondents’ overall goals which revolve around resolution of social problems.

From the discussion with a cross section of the NGO mangers in Nairobi County, it was discovered that in order to sustain a sense of equilibrium between the organization’s competence and the environment including the measurement of sufficient resource allocation, a complex performance management tool that takes into
account the several dimensions and the process of strategic management was the key element. The environment and core competence interactions were reported to be the key drivers towards endearing the organizations in pursuing the achievement of their visions.

4.4.4 Use of Capacity Assessment Plan to Measure and Improve Performance

Of the total respondents, 4% did acknowledge that they measure their performance by means of developing and tracking a capacity development plan. It was noted that measuring NGO development over time requires establishing a starting point. As with any development initiative, you can only measure progress if you know where you started. The best place to begin is with an assessment of the organization’s current status, identifying its major strengths and weaknesses.

According to the respondents, the results of an organizational capacity assessment (OCA) produce a baseline against which future performance may be tracked. An OCA helps identify areas for improvement against recognized management standards. Moreover, based on its analysis, the organization can develop an action plan to plot the way forward and identify areas where outside technical assistance may be needed. The organizations would therefore define specific improvement measures towards strengthening the staff capacity based on the OCA results as a way not only to measure performance, but also to build the capacity on the NGOs. This concept was seen as more economic and efficient given the amount of resources that would be invested in a monitoring and evaluation department for those NGOs that did not have major financial capabilities.
4.4.5 Reward System for Good Performance

This approach was polled at 4% of the respondents. With the global village environment the needs of the workforce are highly articulate with close monitoring by not only them but also by relevant agencies. As such, the desire by workers to attain the most enviable returns like comfortable lifestyles, competitive salaries, and work life balance among other benefits is at its peak. There is high competition among NGOs and other entities including governments and corporate players which proliferates the need to acquire top talent and this requires definite philosophies geared towards development of innovation to tap the intrinsic motivation of staff by fully engaging their persona. This was seen as a difficult task to achieve, but the major NGOs appeared to have robust practices institutionalized alongside processes that were satisfactorily effective to enhance the acquisition of top talent and keep them highly motivated.

The measure and improvement of employees’ motivation and associated practices is of immense benefit to the employers in the current era, and indeed there exists evidence to support this claim, (Combs 2006). While studying IT companies, Thompson (2000) realized the value of various motivational elements on organizational performance. Among these elements were capacity building, salaries based on employee competence, rewards for teams within the organization among others.

When probed to contextualize this assertion, the NGOs gave examples of resource mobilization managers and or grant managers whose core mandate is to assess the social needs and come out with donor friendly concepts to attract grants. As a result, their respective pay is competence based as it reflects donor satisfaction with the
project deliverables for some NGOs. In essence, the higher the rewards to these key staff, the better the organization is perceived to perform and vice versa. In most cases, it was argued that financial sustainability and performance for donor dependent NGOs in Nairobi County was directly associated with consistence positive performance and hence a prolonged reward system from a particular donor would reflect a better performance.

4.4.6 Integrated Feedback Mechanism

7% of the respondents cited the integrated feedback mechanism on project deliverables targeting donors and community clientele as their major measure of performance. This is mainly done through periodic reports which are integrated in technological tools like Salesforce. The managers are able to access their dash boards and key in specific daily, weekly and or even monthly deliverables as well as monitor the field program implementation staff. In most cases, the system in integrated alongside the donor platform and thus easily tracked and can reveal donor approvals and satisfaction indices revealing the overall organization performance.

Communities on the other hand are able to access key milestone trackers on their project involvement and have the opportunity to recommend ways of improving program delivery. In the end, this system acts as a self-regulating conveyor belt that eases the time consuming traditional monitoring and evaluation processes according to some of the interviewed NGO managers in Nairobi County.
Performance Management

After highlighting the possible performance measures and indicators, the study sort to establish the level to which the NGOs in Nairobi County were adequately equipped with knowledge and skills to manage the relevant performance processes. As it can be seen from the figure 7 below, 77.8% of the respondents answered in the affirmative, 18.5% said know while 3.7% did not know if their NGOs had sufficient knowledge and skills to manage performance relevant processes.

Figure 4.7: Does the organization have adequate knowledge and skills to manage performance relevant processes?

When probed further; for those who answered in the affirmative, the researcher wanted to ascertain why they were of the opinion that their organizations had adequate knowledge and skills on performance management. The reasons for this opinion were listed as managers in their organizations frequently monitored performance, employees could address underperformance and address it since they were competent enough, employees were aware of the organizational goals and objectives and how they could contribute to them alongside the fact that employees were open to change and innovation. These results are highlighted in the figure below.
The results show that most of the NGO do rely heavily on their managers being able to monitor performance at 74% against other parameters as in the pie chart.

![Pie Chart](image)

**Figure 4.8: Explaining why NGO has adequate knowledge and skills Internal and external environment effect on performance**

In the process of seeking to understand dynamics that influence the positive performance of NGOs in Nairobi County in terms of the influence brought about by environmental factors, the study asked the respondents to rate their environment as good to enhance organizational support or not. The results showed that 77.8% of the respondents said yes, 18.5% said no while 3.7% did not know the influence of the environment on their organizational performance.

![Bar Chart](image)

**Figure 4.9: Does the environment support good performance?**
The researcher further sort to know from those who said no, the reason why they believed that both the external and internal environment did not support good performance in their NGOs. The results revealed various reasons with various degrees of variance below.

![Figure 4.10: Explaining why the environment does not support good performance](image)

**Performance measure on projects**

As a final evaluation on the concept of performance, the researcher sort to establish the extent to which the respondents rate their NGO performance based on three factors i.e. achievement of project impacts, achievement of project outcomes and meeting donor and grant maker expectations. The results show that most NGOs do perceive that they have indeed positively performed above average on the three aspects even though there is a linear decline across the three respectively.
4.5 Correlation between Strategic Capabilities and Performance

In this section, the researcher sought to establish if there exists a correlation between the strategic capabilities and performance of NGOs in Nairobi County. To be able to understand this correlation, the respondents were asked if their respective NGOs indeed had a strategic plan. The results showed that 15% of the organizations did not have the strategic plan while a significant 85% had a strategic document within their organization.
After establishing that 85% of the respondents had strategic plans in their NGOs, the researcher then sought to know what percentage of the NGOs in this category had established strategic management departments who have been in charge of the strategies related to organization performance. The results showed that 29.6% of the respondents said no while 7.4% did not know. A significant 63% answered in the affirmative and when probed further on why they thought so, they gave various reasons.

![Figure 4.13: Managing Organization Performance by Relevant Department](image)

Among the reasons that were highlighted included the explanation that the department had set a period for the evaluation of its strategies and prepared various plans for future strategies, some had designed performance indicators to monitor the inputs and outputs of any activity that was in the organization. Additionally, they had come up with a motivation, appraisal and reward schemes to monitor performance and encourage poor staff to step up their efforts in achieving the organizational goals. It was also reported that organizational behavior had been key in ensuring that all departments in the organization are in synergy and in line with the strategic plan for the organization by doing frequent evaluations of strategies on organization's performance by these departments. In some organizations it was noted that the
department was constituted by the staff in-charge of human resources whether within the project and outside the project thus follow ups were frequently made to ensure that the organizations have support to deliver quality projects.

**Strategic capabilities enhancing performance**

In order to establish if indeed the strategic capability of NGOs enhance performance, the study sort to correlate the two variables by asking respondents to rate each of the possible strategic capability against a performance enhancement scale of; to a greater extent, to some extent and to a lower extent. All the responses were correlated in Microsoft excel and it was discovered that there was a high correlation between strategic capability and performance of NGOs in Nairobi County. The correlation coefficients for each strategic capability against organizational performance ranged between the values 0.80 to 0.93 as can be illustrated in the table below.

![Correlation between strategic capabilities and performance](image)

**Figure 4.14: Correlation between strategic capabilities and performance**
4.6 Discussion of the Findings

The study sought to establish the strategic capabilities of NGOs in Nairobi County and their effect on the organizations’ performance. The research was anchored on two theories i.e. the open systems theory and the contingency theory. The research findings on the examination of the strategic capability of NGOs in Nairobi County and their effect on performance revealed that there are numerous capabilities among various organizations based on their area of focus, type of management, organization size among other variables. There were various differences based on the aforementioned factors but this did not limit the application of the strategic management concept in the sampled organizations. Specifically, the researcher singled out six major elements of strategic capability among the respondents. This finding is in line with the contingency theory that states that optimal performance of corporations, leadership and or decision making has no one best way. The external and internal environment dictates or is a contingent for any optimal course of action in organizations.

The capabilities are myriad and vary in nature and complexities; there are those that can be seen as core while at the same time we have those that can be seen as complementary ones to the core capabilities. The key challenge is the establishment of the correlation among these capabilities and also with the performance given the ever changing factors of production, social needs, internal complexities and the general external environment, a fact that tend to legitimize the open systems theory. It is for this reason, perhaps, that we have various organizations ranking the capabilities differently.
CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter documents the summary of the study findings whose main objective was to examine the strategic capability of NGOs in Nairobi County and how this affects their performance. It also presents the conclusions that were made from the study; the recommendations as well as the suggestions on areas where further research may be required in order to provide more knowledge that can bridge the research gaps that may have been left by this study.

5.2 Summary of Findings

Based on the study objectives, the researcher systematically analyzed the findings with respect to each objective. The researcher therefore summarizes the respective findings in this section as per the study objectives in two major headlines of elements of strategic capability and performance measurement alongside a brief summary on the correlation of the two aspects as outlined earlier in the study.

5.2.1 Elements of Strategic Capability

From the study findings, the capacity for survival and positive performance is come across as a major capability that compares the NGOs in Nairobi. Organizations that live within the worries of fulfilling their monetary obligations within the months whether they are wages and or general overheads cannot effectively fulfill their visions. From this study, it was noted that the ramifications for strategic capability are straight forward. It is the responsibility of the organizational responsibility not only to foster short term survival, but also the long term sustainability of the
o organizations. As a result, it is important for the management to strive and obtain predictable and sustainable funding sources that would enable the organization execute the planned programs and enhance institutional strengthening through hiring of competent staff and generally deploy the necessary systems. As explained earlier, the major capability to basically keep the organization at a break-even threshold is therefore the financial capability that any NGO worth sustaining itself must strive to achieve.

The focus group discussions with NGO managers in this study revealed that attaining financial stability was as a result of various multiple factors ranging from the actual monetary sources that is needed for diversity to the ability of the organization to acquire and retain competent personnel. The personnel staffs herein need to be competent enough with sound financial skills and techniques to be able to understand and regulate the financial overflow so that the project indirect expenditure does not supersede the actual direct cost on any given project as this would technically save the NGO some crucial funds. This should be a general and basic knowledge and skill for all the staff notwithstanding their specific areas of expertise. A significant number of the sampled NGOs in Nairobi County do have independent and quite professional finance departments well equipped with the right staff. As a matter of fact, it is worth to note that most donors do rely heavily on an organization’s financial reports and this implies that these organizations have no choice but to efficiently monitor and control their financial activities as a procedure towards monitoring their performance progress. To achieve this, some NGOs have engaged both the services of internal and external auditors with some even going to the extent of using IT as a measure of financial control.
Despite the enormous opportunities that do come with information technology as seen in some organizations, only a few NGOs from the sample did understand and appreciate this fact with some not having sufficient investments in the IT infrastructures and staff capacity building, overlooking this capability as a basic function that adds no greater value to their operations. This technological isolation of some of the organizations has led them to be at crossroads and are unable to identify and acquire suitable IT tools that can enhance their performance. Another issue that was noted amongst some of those with average IT infrastructure was the disconnection between the IT department and the general organization strategy; hence major gaps were seen in terms of alignment of the departmental goals towards achieving the long term objectives of the organization. Organizations that have invested in this sector generally showed greater performance and efficiency unlike their counterparts that were lagging behind as this was a major enabler of success. There is therefore need for the NGO leadership to keep abreast with the current technological advancements in order to make sound decisions regarding the adoption of the best products that will enable them achieve their vision.

5.2.2 Performance Indicators and Measurement

The indicators and measures of performance offer immense benefits to the organizations as they serve as communication tools, change management tools, vehicles for organizational learning and drivers of improvement. However, the identification of these measures are time consuming and the leadership should therefore adequately invest in both resources and time in order to reap off the maximum benefits. The best approach is to incorporate the process early enough in the planning process so as to have a baseline report against which subsequent
measurement on whether progress is being made can be benchmarked. Some of the NGOs that were interviewed reported that specific performance structures were costly since they did not have budgetary allocations for such crucial exercises.

Simple tools can be developed to enable NGO managers and program implantation staff to be able to track their progress. This cannot be overemphasized since it can be easily achieved as long as the program the relevant teams do understand the various program goals. It is also imperative to note that constant evaluation is done in order to reveal the existing capabilities and any opportunities that may arise. As noted within the study, the environment is a key player in shaping the performance of any organization and with it comes unstable or less static scenarios hence calling on not only NGOs, but all organizations to be able to adapt accordingly. The social context in which the NGOs operate is also subject to change and thus need for consistent evaluation in order to design programs that address the current social issues and also appeal to the donor community. Through performance evaluation, NGOs are able to keep the donors and communities well informed on their day to day operations and therefore increasing and opening new doors for support and collaboration.

5.3 Conclusion

All organizations irrespective of their status and area of operation have the desire to be effective in their operations and attain a level of sustainability including all NGOs not only in Nairobi County but across the world. To achieve this ultimate goal, an organization must adopt and cultivate various strategic capabilities. The issue of capability must therefore be of a central focus for any organization and should be continually assessed and addressed rather than being assumed to a one off process that is only tackled during the launching of a new entity. In the NGO world for
instance, the achievement of specific project goals lays the foundation of newer program development that would need better innovative approaches in order to deliver on the underlying social issue that could be a metamorphosis of the previous status which may not be addressed with the same approach as before. This approach enables the organizations to gain trust from both donors and the community at large. Trial of new ideas has the possibility of generating unexpected breakthroughs in solving the ever dynamic social issues. The adoption of new and innovative ways of operations leads to a greater interest from various stakeholders and thus sufficient funding and this increases the scalability of the NGO operations making it more sustainable despite exposing the organization to newer capabilities. It is therefore not a linear model when it comes to attaining and sustaining the capabilities but rather a multiple factors that coalesce and brew up to generate the best fit of what an NGO needs based on their context.

Finally, despite the financial sustainability which apparently seems to be the hallmark of the NGOs in Nairobi County, there were also other capabilities that were noted and must be keenly taken into consideration by any NGO that wants to prosper. Among these elements were information technology, ability to fundraise, intellectual capital, human resources, property, intangible resources, core competences, research and development, strategic planning among others. As the results revealed, this study concludes that there is indeed a strong correlation between strategic capabilities and performance of NGOs in Nairobi County.
5.4 Implications of the Study

The results of the study in regard to the objective reveal that most NGOs in Nairobi County do understand and value their strategic capabilities. A considerable proportion of the managers do not communicate policies and decisions to their staff and partners. Some senior NGO managers have a lot of power and influence and therefore can easily overturn some decisions made if they are not supportive of them. It will be important for these managers to consider communicating to staff and partners about the policies and decisions they make in their strategic management process. This will enable the organization to achieve the outlined objectives as originally envisioned in the strategic plan and therefore the change in strategy will have a buy in from the employees and hence improve synergy and output. This will also bring about innovative ideas even as the wind of change moves across the social fabric across which the NGO work is anchored.

While the staffing issue in itself a challenge given the lack of adequate staff, in was noted that even the few in existence are in urgent need of being given the capacity to understand strategic management issues, particularly the middle level staff. This brings to question some of the hiring procedures in the NGOs and there is need to address the issue. The general leadership style should be democratic with a view of delegating responsibilities to middle level staff a procedure that is aimed at improving the decision making process within the organizations and harnessing the employee potentials. Performance monitoring should highly be regarded as part and parcel of the general process of strategy implementation and the leadership in this case needs to put measures in place to ensure that there is due diligence in consistent monitoring and evaluation of key indicators and parameters not only on project deliverables but also on staff functions so as to attain a holistic positive performance
devoid of basic avoidable gaps that can jeopardize the general NGO performance in face of donors and or communities. Strategic implementation failures arise from poor planning and communication of the organizational direction to all stakeholders. NGOs in Nairobi County therefore need to accord the strategic management process ample resources and involve all the stakeholders in the planning process as a way of forging a common understanding making it easier to deliver on the agreed tasks.

5.5 Limitations of the Study
The limitation in the study emanated from the fact that most studies in literature reviews have different view of what exactly are the major elements of capability for NGOs. In summary it apparently appeared that there were no clear and strategic capabilities since the whole notion of strategic capability is highly fluid and depends heavily on various contextual variables. However, they all tend to stress that for an organization to survive and remain competitive they need to respond to the ever changing environment by formulating goals and objectives to propel the organization forward. As observed by Aosa (1992) management is sensitive to the context in which it is practiced. This means that organizations that are in similar business do have distinct internal environment to the other organizations and as such do respond distinctively to the external environment. Such limitations should be addressed in the organizational strategic management that will streamline overall organizational processes.

The study searched for contradictions on the information given by respondents and minimal discrepancies were discovered. Some sections or questions were not filled and it was noted in the data analysis. It is known that an organization exists for stakeholders and partners but the way to achieve this may not necessarily be same for
all. Some of the respondents, particularly from the administrative departments didn’t seem to have strategy focus idea on their minds. They either have not been inducted to strategy management classes or they have different field carrier other than strategy management or they lack the experience needed. There was also the constraint of time and availability of the respondents within the short period the questionnaires were to be filled. The researcher therefore converted the questionnaire document to Google forms and shared the survey link online to the relevant respondents.

5.6 Suggestions for Further Research
Further research is recommended in in-depth analysis into the strategic capabilities for NGOs and their effect on organizational performance effectiveness of evaluations and feedback. The NGO management should study more theories and literature on many strategic management practices in order to seize the otherwise untapped opportunities that would offer them profound and unique capabilities that would aid their organization’s competitive advantage in this era of limited resources and dwindling donor support.

As a matter of concern, there is need for a research to understand the human resource capability for the NGOs in Nairobi. As found out within the study, a major disconnect was noted with middle level staff not having a basic understanding of the NGO vision. This could be due to a number of factors ranging from the general human resource management styles of the NGO leadership to unstructured recruitment procedures not forgetting the lack of managerial will to adopt the concept of strategic management in these organizations.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX I: COVER LETTER

Benson Masero,
University of Nairobi, MBA Programme,
P.O Box 30197,
Nairobi, Kenya
Email: bsmasero@gmail.com.
Tel: 0720341037

Dear Respondent,

REF: Request for collection of data from your organization

This is to request for your support in collecting data on strategic capability and performance of NGOs in Nairobi County. This is in partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Master in Business Administration degree program at The University of Nairobi.

The purpose of this study is to examine the strategic capability of NGOs in Nairobi County and how this affects their performance. The results of this study will contribute to the broad understanding of how strategic management shapes the strategic capability of NGOs in Kenya and subsequently improve the organization performance, therefore, giving insights on what needs to be done for NGOs to continue advancing their mission and continue addressing the various public needs they address.

This is an academic research and confidentiality is strictly emphasized, your name or that of your organization will not appear anywhere in the report. Kindly spare some time to complete the questionnaire attached.

Thank you.

Yours Sincerely,

Benson Masero
APPENDIX II: QUESTIONNAIRE

The purpose of this study is to examine the “To examine the strategic capability of NGOs in Nairobi County and how this affects their performance.” The findings of this study will provide the management of NGOs as well as other stakeholders with information that can be used to increase their strategic capability and continue to meet their missions’ objectives into the future. This is an academic exercise and all information collected from respondents will be treated with strict confidentiality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART A: GENERAL INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Name (optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Age in completed years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Level of education completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Secondary college</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Position held</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project implementation staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Number of years worked in the NGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 10 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART B: ELEMENTS OF STRATEGIC CAPABILITY OF NGOs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7 What elements of strategic capability does your organization have? (Allow multiple answers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to fundraise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property (Land, buildings)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intangible resources (Patents, know-how, relationships, networks, social, and cultural resources)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (specify)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Allow multiple answers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Does the environment support good performance?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If NO above, explain why? (Allow multiple answers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 In the most recent project, were outcomes achieved as planned?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 In the most recent project, were impacts achieved as planned?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 In the most recent project, expectations of donors and grant makers met.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SECTION D: CORRELATION BETWEEN STRATEGIC CAPABILITIES AND PERFORMANCE OF NGOs**

<p>| 18 | Does this NGO have a strategic management plan? | Yes | 1 |
|    |                                               | No | 2 |
| 19 | Has the department responsible for strategic management been in charge of strategies related to organization performance? | Yes | 1 |
|    |                                               | No | 2 |
| 20 | To what extent has the use of the following strategic capabilities by your NGO enhanced its organizational performance? | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>To greater extent</th>
<th>To some extent</th>
<th>To lower extent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to fundraise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring and development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual capital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property (land, buildings)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intangible resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

21. Recommend the various ways to strengthen the relationship between strategic capabilities and performance in your organization.
APPENDIX III: DATA COLLECTION FORM

UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

DATE: 15/10/2016

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

The bearer of this letter is a bona fide continuing student in the Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree program in this University.

He/she is required to submit as part of his/her coursework assessment a research project report on a management problem. We would like the students to do their projects on real problems affecting firms in Kenya. We would, therefore, appreciate your assistance to enable him/her collect data in your organization.

The results of the report will be used solely for academic purposes and a copy of the same will be availed to the interviewed organizations on request.

Thank you.

PATRICK NYABUTO,
SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS